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Abstract: The digital optical storage device that is currently supporting high definition format is Blu-ray disc. Blu-ray disc, 
mostly preferred by major Hollywood movie studios to store their high definition content is protected from unauthorized 
access, by digital rights management technology. Digital rights management restricts the use of discs by imposing several 
encryption techniques in which Advanced Access Control System, Blu-ray disc+ are among them. In order to remove the 
protection, many ripping tools are available in the internet. Instead of paying for the softwares, a method of removing 
protection from Blu-ray is explained here. In this paper, decryption and streaming of Blu-ray video on MAGIK board is 
accomplished using the libraries provided by Videolan organization. The MAGIK (Media Accelerated Graphics Innovation 
Kit) board is a computer on module based on NXP’s i.MX6 processor. Dynamic link libraries are obtained by cross 
compiling the VLC libraries. Finally with the help of these DLL’s, Blu-ray decryption and playback is accomplished. 
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Introduction 
Digital rights management aims at securing copyrighted data from unauthorized access. The existing protection mechanisms 
like encryption, cryptography, watermarking, licenses and contracts such as license agreements are the means of digital rights 
management techniques that are implemented on copyrighted content. By the introduction of this technology, owners of 
copyrighted data are in the gain of profit. However, the legal users are not able to enjoy their purchased content resulting in 
limit of fair use [1]. Restrictions such as limited number of copies, disturbance during playback is not tolerable since an 
authorized user has the rights to do anything with their purchased content. This paper aims at removing the protection 
employed on Blu-ray discs so that the legal user can make several copies of it and view the Movie later. Although many 
softwares are available in the Internet which can remove protection, they are all licensed and paid softwares. Without paying 
for the softwares, we can accomplish this job using VLC libraries. Compiling and Building these libraries results in dynamic 
linked libraries that can be placed inside the VLC folder in Program files path of “C” drive. Along with the many companies 
who adopted Digital rights management technology, Blu-ray disc association also started to use Digital rights management 
techniques to fight against piracy issue. Advanced Access Content System and BD+ are the 2 methods that need to be 
concentrated.  
In Advanced Access Content System, 128 bit keys generated by the Advanced Encryption Standard are used. The content 
owner provides the content to Advanced Access Content System licensing organization in the form of titles, which can be 
simply the movie name itself. These titles are encrypted using the 128-bit title key that is subsequently encrypted by media 
key. Media key is stored in Media key block which is unique for each licensed player. Unique serial numbers are embedded 
on pre-recorded discs that cannot be duplicated on user’s recordable media [2] [3].  
Blu-ray disc+, at its core, is a virtual machine running on playback engine based on Self protecting digital content concept.  
Security keys are issued to every Blu-ray disc+ licensed player. The content code is executed every time when a Blu-ray 
disc+ protected disc is inserted into Blu-ray player [2].  
 
MAGIK Platform 
The hardware implementation involves MAGIK platform consisting of a carrier board and system on module board. MAGIK 
is a computer on module based on Smart Mobility Architecture (SMARC) standard specified by Standardization Group of 
Embedded Technologies. SMARC specification aims at building computer on modules with low power consumption. The 
system on module (SOM) board can be referred to as system on chip (SOC) since it contains all the necessary functional 
units of a system. SOM board of MAGIK platform contains i.MX6 processor as its core processor and memory blocks as 
shown in Fig.1. To access the use of peripherals and connectors, Carrier board is deployed together with the SOM boards to 
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function as an embedded computer on a single circuit board. Carrier board consists of interfaces such as HDMI, LCD, 
Camera, and USB as shown in figure 2. The SOM board is placed on the carrier board shown in Fig. 2, finally forming an 
embedded system for multimedia applications. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. MAGIK2 Carrier board 
 
I.MX6 Processor 
The i.MX6 series processors are based on ARM Cortex-A9 processors with solo, dual and quad core. It incorporates several 
dedicated hardware accelerators to achieve the targeted multimedia high performance. Main application areas where i.MX6 
processors are used extensively includes infotainment systems, human machine interface systems, video processing and audio 
playback systems. Because of the advanced security feature provided by these processors [4] i.MX6 processor is being used 
on our SOM board as depicted in Fig.2. Using MAGIK board an infotainment system is built for Blu-ray video streaming.  
 

 
 

Figure 2. I.MX6 Processor based MAGIK SOM board 
 
Proposed Work 
Infotainment system refers to the combination of information and entertainment. Basically, it is an embedded system mainly 
focused to support multimedia distribution among users. Using MAGIK SOM board and Carrier board with the necessary 
interfaces being enabled, an infotainment system is built as shown in Fig.3. Blu-ray decryption is done in the Test PC 
followed by the streaming of video to HDMI display. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. MAGIK based Infotainment system 
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Decrypting Blu-ray 
The libraries necessary to decrypt the encrypted Blu-ray can be obtained in the Videolan website as mentioned in [5]. 
Libbluray, Libbdplus and Libaacs are the libraries that are necessary for decryption. Along with these, the dependency 
libraries such as libgrypt, libgpg-error, zlib, libxml2 and libpng are required. Linux platform is used to carry out the 
compiling process since compiling in Windows platform is a tedious process. Using the basic linux commands we have 
obtained the dynamic linked libraries. The commands used here are, 
 $ sudo apt-get install 
 $ ./configure 
 $ sudo make install 
Before starting compilation process, we have created a folder wherein all the resulting files will be saved. The following 
figures show commands in linux terminal window for a single library file compilation. The same has to be followed for all 
the other libraries. Fig.4 and Fig.5 shows the terminal window in linux platform for downloading the VLC libraries in zip 
format and extracting it. 
 

  
 

Figure 4: Command to download the library files      Figure 4. Command for extracting the library file 
 

In Fig.6 and Fig.7, the command for cross compilation and building the libraries is shown in terminal windows. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Command for configuring the libraries with respect to the host processor x86 
 

The obtained DLL file after compilation process is present in the same folder where we created in the starting process as 
mentioned before. It can be seen in Fig. 8. The final output i.e. libaacs.dll, libbdplus.dll and libbluray.dll is placed inside 
VLC folder as shown in Fig. 9. 
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Figure 6. Command for building the libraries 
 

 
 

Figure 7. DLL files after compilation process 

 
 

Figure 8. DLLs placed inside VLC folder 
 
Conclusion 
An infotainment system built using MAGIK2 SOM and Carrier board in order to stream Blu-ray videos is discussed in this 
paper. Considering the advanced features supported by I.MX6 processor family, we have used it on our infotainment system. 
Coming to the decryption part, without the use of third party software, decrypting the Blu-ray using VLC libraries is 
discussed along with the obtained results. Once the Blu-ray is decrypted, the purchased user can make several copies of it, as 
a back-up. Paying for third party software’s license is avoided and also the cross compiling process is simple. 
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